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Designing Interactive Systems: A Comprehensive Guide to HCI and Interaction Design (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2010


	Designing Interactive Systems is aimed squarely at the next generation of interactive

	system designers. This book presents a coherent introduction to the practical issues

	of creating interactive systems and products from a human-centred perspective. It

	develops the principles and methods of human–computer interaction (HCI)...

		

Services Marketing: Managing the Service Value ChainPearson Education, 2005


	zIn both business and practice, services have become the most discussed goods category.

	Today, many services markets are extremely dynamic, for several reasons.

	The banking and airlines industries are heavily affected by the movement

	towards globalisation, for example. A second group of service industries are

	being liberalised,...

		

A First Course in Probability (8th Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	A First Course in Probability, Eighth Edition, features clear and intuitive explanations of the mathematics of probability theory, outstanding problem sets, and a variety of diverse examples and applications. This book is ideal for an upper-level undergraduate or graduate level introduction to probability for math, science, engineering...






		

Six Rules for Brand Revitalization: Learn How Companies Like McDonald' Can Re-Energize Their BrandsPearson Education, 2009

	Are you responsible for reinvigorating your brand to achieve enduring profitable growth? Or for keeping your still-strong brand from fading in relevance and value? This extraordinary book teaches the invaluable lessons of one of the most successful brand revitalization projects in business history: the reinvigoration of...


		

Algebra and Trigonometry (9th Edition)Pearson Education, 2011

	Mike Sullivan’s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. In the Ninth Edition, Algebra and Trigonometry has evolved to meet today’s course needs, building on these...


		

Technically-Write! Canadian Seventh EditionPearson Education, 2007

	ot long after you graduate with your university degree or college

	diploma, you will stare having to write business-oriented emails,

	letters, reports, and possibly technical proposals. This book con-

	tains numerous examples of informal and semiformal documents, all based

	on the unique "pyramid" method for structuring...





		

Intermediate Algebra: Graphs and Models (4th Edition)Pearson Education, 2011

	The Bittinger Graphs and Models series helps students “see the math” and learn algebra

	by making connections between mathematical concepts and their real-world applications.

	The authors use a variety of tools and techniques—including side-by-side algebraic

	and graphical solutions and graphing calculators, when...

		

Market Leader Upper intermediate Teacher s Book Testmaster CD ROM Market LeaderPearson Education, 2006

	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and...

		

Hands-on Guide to the Red Hat Exams: RHCSA and RHCE Cert Guide and Lab ManualPearson Education, 2011

	Master every topic on Red Hat’s new RHCSA™ and RHCE® exams.

	
		Assess your knowledge and focus your learning.
	
		Get the practical workplace knowledge you need!



	 


	Start-to-finish RHCSA™ and...






		

Calculus for Business, Economics, Life Sciences and Social Sciences (12th Edition) (Barnett)Pearson Education, 2010

	The twelfth edition of Calculus for Business, Economics, Life Sciences, and Social

	Sciences is designed for a one- or two-term course in calculus for students who have

	had one to two years of high school algebra or the equivalent. The book s overall

	approach, refined by the authors experience with large sections of college freshmen,...

		

Elementary Linear Algebra (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2007

	Ideal as a reference or quick review of the fundamentals of linear algebra, this book offers a matrix-oriented approach--with more emphasis on Euclidean n-space, problem solving, and applications, and less emphasis on abstract vector spaces. It features a variety of applications, boxed statements of important...


		

Introduction to Real Analysis (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000

	This text is a single variable real analysis text, designed for the one-year course at the junior, senior, or beginning graduate level. It provides a rigorous and comprehensive treatment of the theoretical concepts of analysis. The book contains most of the topics covered in a text of this nature, but it also includes many...
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